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Threat 1
Feral Animals
There are many different feral animals that are living on our 
country and causing damage. They are digging up and trampling 
our wetlands. This washes mud and silt into our waterways 
making them muddy and shallow and we cannot drink that 
water. They are killing our animals, eating our important plants, 
destroying our rock art and frightening people off country. 

The main feral animals we have on Jawoyn country is:

• Buffalo

• Donkeys and horses

 • Cats

 • Cane toads

• Pigs

Threat 2
Lonely Country
Jawoyn country is a big area, but most of our people are living in 
communities. We walk around and hunt close to these places and 
visit country when we can, but a lot of areas are not visited and 
we don’t walk the land as our old people did. Old people feel sad 
when country is not visited or looked after. They say that when 
this happens the country is lonely.

Threat 3
Bad Fire Practices
Fire is a powerful and traditional land management tool but 
country can also be damaged by wrong fire practices. 

Too much country can be burnt by large hot fires that burn later 
in the dry season, this makes it hard for our animals to find food 
and they can go hungry.

Jawoyn association make money off selling the carbon credits 
from stopping these late season fires. This money funds all 
our other Land Management Projects and contributes to the 
employment of many Jawoyn people. 

Threat 4
Unauthorised Land Use
People are using Jawoyn lands without proper permission, 
sometimes it is pig/buffalo hunting  or fishing or metal detecting.

This causes many problems for us and makes us feel unsafe.

If sacred sites are trespassed it can have severe consequences 
for us.

When people use our land without our permission it undermines 
authority of Jawoyn land owners and custodians.

We like to share our country with others, with visitors and 
commercial activities, but it needs to be on our terms.

Threat 5
Weeds
Many new plants have arrived on Jawoyn land, some of these 
weeds can threaten the overall health of our country. Weeds 
can change country quickly, they push out our native plants 
which are the food or shelter for many of our animals. They can 
grow quickly and produce a lot of seed. They can encourage hot 
intense wild fires, and threaten our wetlands.

The worst weeds are Gamba Grass, Grader Grass, Mission Grass, 
Hyptis, Chinee Apple, Bellyache Bush and  Parkinsonia.

Threat 6
Distractions/Unhealthy Lifestyle
Our communities are struggling with disadvantage Unemployment, 
overcrowding and poor education.  

This all contributes to bad health for many of our people and social 
problems including drug and alcohol abuse, depression and violence. 
We struggle to keep our culture strong with our kids when they are 
overwhelmed by media and other culture.

This is making our country, culture and people sad. Maintaining a 
strong connection to country makes us healthy, proud and happy.

Threat 7
Development Pressure
Agriculture and pastoral development will see more land clearing 
and demands on our water. Too much ground water can be used 
and springs might dry up. There will be pressure to dam our 
rivers. Mining will continue on Jawoyn land and add to the legacy 
pollution we already have.

As climate changes we can expect severe weather and other 
unknown issues.


